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Abstract 
In accordance of information flow, the importance of semantic search rises as well. In 
the article the method of concept pattern formation is presented. Our method in fact 
represents the Analytic Heuristic method that might be used in semantic search 
problems successfully. We also have to note that the application of the given method in 
combination of other conceptual searching methods is encouraged. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Nowadays the development and application of information searching algorithms are quite 
actual, especially when in giant information flow the appropriate queried information is needed to 
be found. We have two main issues to solve: the given result has to be precise as possible (in a 
semantic aspect) and it should be given in timely manner (as soon as possible).   

From the semantic point of view to receive the precise respond, the query should be presented 
in such a formal way that its context stays untouched. As the search language plays quite important 
role, its peculiarity should be taken in to account.  

Research hold from 60-ies of last century is still actual nowadays, thus any new or modified 
method counts in concept application [1]  new horizons. 

The concept formation [2], Character Recognition and object classification Analytic Heuristic 
methods are quite interesting. The application of this method in knowledgebase formation for 
diverse expert system is quite successful [3, 4, 5, 6]. 

Concept base information retrival is an alternative way based on real word human 
identification. Here the learning process, the identification of objects and knowledge saving are 
fulfilled with help of concepts [7]. According to this method the search query is presented in frames 
of consepts unlike the keywords (BOW method), thus it is less depended on specific terms 
(keywords).  

One of the successful examples of knowledge base representation in Mathematics, using 
concepts is given in Lenat paper in details  [8].  

We are for using concepts in text processing as well as in speech. Nowadays the following 
methods of concept base information search are known: ESA (Explicit Semantic Analysis) [9, 10], 
WordNet [11], LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) [12], WikiRelate [13] methods. 

From many methods studied by authors, those that partially handle the problem are mainly 
based on statistical analysis of Data. The method that differs called Explicit Semantic Analysis 
(ESA) [9, 10]. From our point of view ESA is semantic more precisely representing undefined size 
natural texts. This method is based on concept formation from Wikipedia resource analysis. 

In the presented paper we deal with concept formation method that we have produced on the 
basis of two method synthesis: the method of Explicit Semantic Analysis [9, 10] and the Analytic 
Heuristic method [2] , call it The Hybrid Method of Analytic Heuristics (HAH Method). Our 
method might be used in cooperation of other information searching tools. 
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2. CONCEPT PATTERN FORMATION METHOD 

 
2.1 The method description 
 
Let the   nCCCC ,,, 21   class of objects is given. It consists of finite number or 

nonequivalent objects. Each object iC , i=1, … , n is described by finite number of 

properties  mAAAA ,,, 21   along with evaluation to which class this object belongs to: CC   

or CC  . Each property jA , j=1,…,m may receive value jjk nkBb ,,2,1,  .  

The sorted set of values mAAA ,,, 21   , in case of iC  object definition, call the ”trajectory”. 

Each object iC  might be presented with help of appropriate “trajectories”: 

 
         mjBibibibibC jmi ,,2,1,,,,, 21    

After observation of objects from subclasses, subject should define the notion that is 
appropriate of C  and C  subclasses. The method of Analytic Heuristics gives possibility to 
construct pattern appropriate of C  and C  on the basis of evaluated objects. 

Pattern formation process consists of the following stages: 
 

I. Property binarization based on its “value set”   
 

For the most general binarisation method the set splitting method might be used. According to 
this method set is split into two fulfilling each other sets: “is” and “is not”. In this case appropriate 
notations will be iC  have property ( kA ,k = 1, 2, … ,m.)  or  iC  not have property ( kA ,k = 1, 2, … 

,m.). 
 

II. Re-Coding of Properties 
 

Let us introduce the numeric Al-set: 
 
In this case instead of property set  mAAAA ,,, 21   we will have :  mN A ,,2,1  , 

Instead of value set   
mnmbbbB ,,, 1211   we have: 











nN B ,,2,1  , where   








nk
k

k
k ,,2,1,  ; 

Instead of „trajectory“       ibibibC mi ,,, 21  we will have 

     










iiiN mCi
 ,,, 21  , where   Bj Ni 



 ,  j = 1, 2, … ,m . 

 
 
 

III. Orthonormal Binary State Vector Construction 
 
Let’s introduce V matrix with the following dimension: n  m (2n = 2m). The columns of this 

matrix represent state orthonormal vectors(the filters) i , i = 1, 2, … ,m , that is produced via BN  

elements (Table 1). 
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IV. Filtration Operation  - for Each iC  trajectory the orthonormal filter should be applied:  

Each trajectory iC =      






 

iii m ,,, 21   equals to conjunctive product of state 

orthonormal vectors  

 
i

miC 









 ,,21   , i = 1, 2, … , n 

where jj  


, if the j-th element of trajectory belongs to j  vector as „არის“ : 

  ej , j = 1, 2, … , m 

and jj  


 , if the j-th element of trajectory belongs to j  vector as „არ არის“ : 

 je  ,  j = 1, 2, … , m. 

 
V. The operation of Disjunctive Superposition. 

 
  i

CC
C

i




     in the case of           C   pattern     (1) 

  i
CC

C
i




     in the case of           C     pattern              (2) 

If  
 the number of objects in case of  C  and C  subclasses is enough big, 
 the objects are non-identical  and are widely representing the appropriate subclass, 
 the enough number of properties and their value set are defined correctly  and the 

binarization of these sets are made successfully 
 
then patterns   and   are containing the full information on C  and C , and are  in no 

opposition to each other.  
 
 In case of great n and m it is impossible to describe pattern with crisp logic formulation, thus 

the next stage : pattern simplification is needed. 
 

VI.  Conditional transition operation on Boolean variables   
 
If in (1) and (2)  we replace each  i  vector with ix , and each i  vector with ix , then the 

Functionals   and   will receive the full disjunctive normal form  [13, 14]: 

 
m

m
m

I
xxx 


 



21

21
21



  

 
m

m
m

I
xxx 


 



21

21
21



  

 

where  mi
xif

xif

i

i
i ,,2,1

0

1






 , 

 mI  21  – collection set , appropriate of C subclass trajectories; 

 mI  21  – collection set, appropriate of subclass trajectories; 

after the binarization of these normal disjunctive forms the pattern binary form is being 
received [10, 36]: 

  ll
llfK    2121

2121 ,  
 , 
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where l < m and l
l
  ,,, 21

21   are used to reselect those  variables kji
kji xxx  ,,,   that 

stayed after minimization of    full disanctive normal form  (analogious form is received for  ). 

Other variables ml  ,,1  are less important as they have no impact on on object evaluation 

result. 
The pattern binary form K  contains some important values of properties and it describes 

exclusiveness that is typical to 
C subclass finite collection of objects. for  a quite large(great) 

number of n and m, the pattern K  contains those rules (knowledge in general case) that was used 

by evaluator who spitted the set of objects into C  and C subclasses, thus with help of binary 
pattern K , the evaluation of elements, excluded from pattern formation , is possible: enough 

condition for new object to belong to C , is that new trajectories variables l ,,1   should have 

values fixed at least in one of the implicants of pattern K  , variables ml  ,,1  have the 

arbitrary values. note that binary pattern is easily presented as a productive rule.  
 
 2.2 The Hybrid Method of Analytic Heuristics (HAH Method) 

Let us introduce our HAH method and first define the main concepts used in this method: 
 
The set of properties  
For the set of properties we are setting  set of words (of apropreate language). Each of 

such  sets might be presented as union of  eigt to ten  subsets that consists of words in appropriate 
Ai parts of speech (lexical class: Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Verb, Adverb, Preposition, 
Conjunction, subordinator, coordinator, Interjection). The number of subsets depends on certain 
language specification (for Georgian Language we have 10).  Each ), is set of 

  where the Ni stands for the number of words in appropriate Ai  part of speach.  

Let us present one of x “defining text” for C „concept“ in the following way: 
,  , where  presents all different words in this text. M is the 

number of such words. Sure there is other text that presents the definition of the same C “concept” : 
All such sets are the subsets of initial  set. We may generelize this set to Al-set so that the 

usage of Analytic Heuristics method be possible.  
As  we mentioned above the Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) method is using 

Wikiwhorehouse [9]. Mainly the definding text for each concept  is used. Each of these 
texts are presented as weighted collections: using TF-IDF scheme [16]. The semantic transformer 
iterates the text words, then takes the appropriate inverted index, unites it into the concept vector 
that defines the text.  

According to [10] let us present C  concept descriptive text with help of wi words set 
, i=1,…,Mwik(Mwik  is the number of words in text defining this concept at 

Wikiwhorehouse), it has the appropriate vector TF-IDF   , where each  weight is 
appropriate of wi word.  

The following term weighting scheme  is successfully used to define the appropriate term 
weight:  
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also the vector  is created, where  represents wi word’s inverted index of C concept 

appropreate text from Wikiwhorehouse. For C concept appropreate  text the following    
weight vector is defined as:  

 
 
Let describe the C concept for heuristics method in frames of [2] form.  Suppose that each C 

is generally described with  “words“. The number of words in description 
depends on researcher (the concept developer) point of view. Different methods of definition for 
this number might be used, all of them are based on full text length, number of different words and 
etc. The presence of each   word in description is defined by  weights vector that is 

appropriate of C concepts  words.  Besides, the presence of the word in description depend on 

part of speech it belongs to ( to which Ai subset of  it belongs to). 
 Generally conjunction is always out from description. Great majority of researchers are more 

fond of nouns, or combinations: “adjective”+”noun” or “noun”+”verb”. For definition of word 
combination weights vectors are not enough, we will not go for details of this case as it represents 
the area of our future research. 

Let us generelize concept formation area and use other wiki based worehouses such as: 
 

 AllRefer.com,  
 bartleby.com, 
 britannica.com,  
 infoplease.com,  
 encyclopedia.com, 
  techweb.com/encyclopedia, 
  libraryspot.com/encyclopedias.htm#science, 

education.yahoo.com/reference/encyclopedia).  
 

In all such warehouses the appropriate  text of C concept is presented, thus  ESA method of 

concept formation might be applied.  
In this warehouse the concept appropriate of C concept presents as well. thus the given 

method might be used for it and then it maight be described with  “words“ (L is the 
number of words conteined in the worehouse). If we repeat the proccedure for each warehouse we 
mentioned, we will receive several (may be different) descriptions of the same C concept. for each 
description text  of the concept C , we will have the appropriate weight’s vector     

Table 1 
 

Warehouse cj concept definition 
Wikipedia 

x 

… … 
y 

 
It is clear that in each “different description vectors” , that are defining the C concept, some of 

contained words are the same. Lets unite these words and receive warehouse words common set: 
, max – is the maximum number of different words in all warehouses, call 
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it N. According to our notations every describing vector of C concept might be presented with help 
of same N size vector with elements  , i=1, …N 

 
Table 1 might be rewritten in the following unified view: 
 

Table2 
 

warehouse   ...  ... 

  … … 

  … … 

… … … … … … … 

  … … 

… … … … … … … 

  … … 

 
Where 

 
 
As every description of C concept is finite the set  is finite as well. We 

may present this set as an Al-set without any restrictions [2], and then define all appropriate 
operations on such type of sets. 

According to analytic heuristics method definitions and notations, we are able to say that C 
concept is same as the object and each   might be used as  properties that are defining the 

object. From the all above mentioned we are now able to use this method completely. So, each 
realization of C concept is presented as an ordinary implicant, and to receive the pattern of concept, 
the minimization of normal disjunctive form is all that we need.  

Example: Let have 5 different descriptions of some C concept, where 4 different words are 
presented: 

 
Table 3 

 
warehouse  C  concept Implicant 

  
  
  
  
  

 
Now write these realizations in normal disjunctive form: 
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Let minimize the form, we will receive the generalized description of C concept based on 
every text in all whorehouses: 

 
 
Sure in a real case we will have much more wors in a concept description, but we are able to 

select all high weight words based on vector received by Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) method. 
the number of words might also be depended on ratio of text word number to different word number 
in the same text. more words presented in concept description will lead to more semantically 
adequate result, but from other hand many word in description might lead to case when concept will 
be useless in information retrieval. 

 
3. THE METHOD TESTING 

To avaluate the method its testing was performed. The testing stages were as follows: 1. 
Concept Formation; 2. Retrival according to formed concept.  

As the concept in fact represents an implicant (disjunction, conjunction), the Boolean search 
algorithm might be used for method testing [16]. 

From the various 5 concepts, 70 text in total had been selected from above mentioned 
warehouses  . For each concept we selected ten highest weighted words and  on the basis of these 
words appropriate implicant for each descriptive text was created.  from 10 to 16 different 
descriptive texts has been processed using above mentioned method and the appropriate concept 
was formed. As a result we received five different descriptions in a normal disjunctive form.  

The fulfilled information retrieval based on our method in 300 different text contained 
warehouse, for each different concept, gave the following results:  

 
 each concept was described from 42 to 65 texts; 
 the search preciseness was between 0.81 to 0.92; 

 
Note: For the received concepts information retrieval was made separately. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Method testing showed that the proposed method of concept description is describing its 

semantic meaning in more general way.  
The method gives the opportunity for generalized semantical structure formation on the basis 

of concept’s descriptive nonstructured metadata. This structure stands for one of the main 
components at information retrieval. 

Nowadays we are working to increase the number of  concept formation base texts and to 
define the optimal number of descriptive words. We believe this will lead us to optimization of our 
information retrival algorithm.  
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